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Agromediterránea, part of the Foodiverse group, is

a company specialised in growing and producing

vegetable products straight from the fields that

bases its work on highly regarded values:

WHO WE ARE

Innovation

Efficiency

Commitment

Excellence

Honesty

HOLD Spirit

Passion



True to its roots, Agromediterránea has adapted to the

challenges of the 21st century, leading a process with a

major social impact: the healthy revolution.

This consists of a way of working that is driven by the

company’s innovative nature and which has an impact on

all its production processes, from the seed itself all the way

to our end customers.

HEALTHY REVOLUTION

By revolutionising the way we offer 

fresh products straight from the 

fields, Agromediterránea is 

contributing to our society being 

able to maintain a healthy diet.



KEY DATA

+40
varieties

+15,000
m2 of industrial facilities

+4,000
hectares of crops

21
farms across

7 provinces

+500
SKUs

+25
European markets

+1,200
employees

365
days a year of service



SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Innovation, aimed at developing

more efficient farming methods and

on improving agricultural varieties, is

one of the company’s hallmarks.

We invest over 1 million Euro a year

in R&D and collaborate with

universities and scientists to create a

broad network of knowledge.



CENTRE OF AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION

The Centre of Agricultural Innovation (CIAM) is our main R&D&i space. It

consists of a large agricultural laboratory focused on research. With state-of-

the-art facilities across an area of 160,000 m2, the CIAM focuses on

improving the food safety for our products, the sustainability of our crops and

the development of new vegetable varieties.

The CIAM facilities include the Farmitank, a

revolutionary vertical hydroponic farming silo that

enables us to yield up to 18 times more in terms

of soil productivity, reduce water use by 95%,

work without the use of plant protection products

and control the light, climate and water

conditions at all times.

16
hectares of

farming land

2
climatic chambers

1.2
hectares of

greenhousing

10 
million

greenhouse plants



Always focusing on our customers, we offer global solutions, from a variety of product formats and packaging to

specialised distribution and logistics services for the different markets and channels, guaranteeing maximum

quality and freshness.

PROCESSES

We offer a wide range of packaging, formats, labelling

and outer packaging, while guaranteeing sustainability

and maximum product protection.

Our products are kept in conditions designed to maintain 

maximum freshness in our intelligent warehouses at our 

production centre.

We ensure that they are delivered as fresh as possible and

to top quality standards all year round to our customers

throughout Spain and Europe.

DEVELOPMENT
We prepare the vegetables that have come fresh 

from our fields in different formats and weights.

PACKAGING

LOGISTICS

STORAGE



PRODUCTS

At Agromediterránea we offer our customers a wide range of top-quality, fresh agri-food products. We also have 

products with ecolabels.

Conventional range
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IV range



PRODUCTS

At Agromediterránea we offer our customers a wide range of top-quality, fresh agri-food products. We also have 

products with ecolabels.

Organic range



In addition to marketing products in line with

our customers’ needs, we also have our own

brand: Sun&Vegs.

As a result, we offer a wide range of crops

straight from the fields, all designed to satisfy

all tastes in the most fun way possible.

OUR BRANDS



Agromediterránea belongs to Foodiverse, a multinational group with expertise in

preparing fresh and healthy foods, created to revolutionise the market through a

wide range of ground-breaking, balanced, and trendy products, all designed and

prepared to be enjoyed any time of the day, anywhere you go.

PART OF A LARGE GROUP
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Further information:

T (+34) 660 68 95 16

agromediterranea@portavoz.net

agromediterranea.com

mailto:agromediterranea%40portavoz.net

